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Spec Ops. Special Operations. Special Operators. Is there any way to find out what’s really
going on out there, beyond all the levels of secrecy and jargon? What are covert ops, what
is combat really like for the unbelievably capable and brave Tier One Special Operators at

the very tip of America’s military spear?

What do Navy SEALs, Army Delta Force, Marine Force Recon and the Night Stalkers do? Where, how and with what
black program weapons?  U.S. SPEC OPS REVEALED reads like a New York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy

technothriller – but it’s frighteningly real! 

John Kettler, author of the merciless two-part series on the failures, distortions and security compromises in the
Hollywood hit “Zero Dark Thirty,” is pleased to announce the imminent release of his third E-book, U.S. SPEC OPS
REVEALED. In this searing, at times heartrending and explosive book, the writer hurls the reader headlong into the

world of places never visited, by Special Operators who were "never there," doing the impossible.

At once controversial and informative, U.S. SPEC OPS REVEALED exposes the raw, gritty, at times bloody and

deadly, reality of Spec Ops, told in a gripping you-are-there manner. Navy SEALs. Army Delta Force. Marine Force
Recon. Army Night Stalkers. All get covered in thrilling, maybe even enraging, detail.

Among the highly topical issues it covers, the ebook addresses such important questions as:

• Will remotely operated tech and autonomous military robots replace the Special Operators?
• Was there a real GI Jane? 
• Will women become Special Operators? If so, for which unit? 

Whether immersing the readers in intense, bloody combat, sending them sneaking into Denied Areas, exposing
treachery against the Special Operators and the nation at Desert One, or detailing weapons so astoundingly advanced
and lethal readers’ heads may explode. Mr. Kettler is perfectly at home and able to convey complex concepts in
easily understood ways. Those less familiar with SpecOps, the gear and organizations will find the illustrated glossary
of considerable help.

U.S. SPEC OPS REVEALED is about much more, though, than the derring-do of Tier One’s Special Operators. It’s

about the history of these elite units, the insane loads placed on the Special Operators and the future of Spec Ops. If

you want to know where things are going in SpecOps and why, this is the book for you.
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